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Abstract—Recent years have seen a rapidly increasing traffic
demand for HTTP-based high-quality live video streaming. The
surging traffic demand, as well as the real-time property of live
videos, make it challenging for content delivery networks (CDNs)
to guarantee the Quality-of-Experiences (QoE) of viewers. The
initial video segment (IVS) of live streaming plays an important
role in the QoE of live viewers, particularly when users require
fast join time and smooth view experience. State-of-the-art
research on this regard estimates network throughput for each
viewer and thus may incur a large overhead that offsets the
benefit. To tackle the problem, we propose Rldish, a scheme
deployed at the edge CDN server, to dynamically select a suitable
IVS for new live viewers based on Reinforcement Learning (RL).
Rldish is transparent to both the client and the streaming server.
It collects the real-time QoE observations from the edge without
any client-side assistance, then uses these QoE observations as
real-time rewards in RL. We deploy Rldish as a virtualized
network function (VNF) in a real HTTP cache server, and
evaluate its performance using streaming servers distributed over
the world. Our experiments show that Rldish improves the state-
of-the-art IVS selection scheme w.r.t. the average QoE of live
viewers by up to 22%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Background: Live large-scale events drive nearly 10 times

more viewer engagement than on-demand videos, and the

HTTP-based live streaming has been gaining increasing pop-

ularity in recent years [1]. Due to the stringent real-time

requirement and high traffic spikes of live videos, content

delivery networks (CDNs) continue to struggle with delivering

high-quality live videos to viewers while guaranteeing their

Quality-of-Experiences (QoE) [2], [3]. Since live viewers are

normally very sensitive to QoE deterioration such as slow

startup time and the dreaded spinning pinwheel (i.e., video

buffering), lower QoE generally means a higher abandonment

rate of users.
To address such an issue, CDN operators rely on the widely

distributed edge servers (e.g., the edge data centers [4]) to

handle the increasing demand of live videos. Using edge

servers as the cache, most viewers can fetch the requested

contents directly from the cache rather than the original video

sources. Nevertheless, the first batch of requests would still

miss the edge cache due to the real-time property of live

streaming [5]. Even worse, the performance of TCP-based

content transmission may decline due to the long-latency

backhaul in the content delivery path [6].
The existing research mainly uses adaptive bitrate algo-

rithms to improve the QoE of viewers via dynamically choos-

ing a bitrate for each video segment [7], [8], [9]. While these

efforts have shown considerable QoE improvement, they may

lead to decreased video quality during the streaming process.

Many studies have pointed out that users may quickly abandon

a video session if the quality is not sufficient [10], [11]. An

alternative method to improve the QoE is to conduct transient

holding of a minimum number of video segments at the edge

servers such that the clients can select a suitable initial video

segment (IVS) that best matches their network throughput [12]

to start the playback. Our experience in real-world live video

streaming suggests that this is a much more effective way for

QoE improvement.

Existing IVS selection strategies either use a fixed value [13]

or use the “optimal” value [12]. In the former, the RFC

standard of HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) suggests that “client

should not choose a segment that starts within three segment

durations (the maximum playback duration of video segments

in the playlist) from the end of the playlist file” in order to

avoid playback stalls [13]. In the latter, the “optimal” IVS
value is derived to match the current network conditions (e.g.,

throughput) [12].

Clearly, the former will not work well for high-quality live

video streaming due to the dynamic network conditions. The

latter is promising but has two main pitfalls. First, it relies

on the per-user based network throughput estimation. The

network throughput is related to multiple complex factors

(e.g., RTT and router buffer size), which frequently changes

over time [14]. This can incur high computational overhead,

especially for live videos where the number of live viewers

is large [5]. Second, when a user joins a live channel, the

server can only infer the user’s network throughput through

the signal strength (e.g., RSRP, RSRQ and RSSI in LTE)

and mobility pattern (e.g., fast, slow, static). The network

throughput estimation in this case may not be accurate, leading

to a suboptimal choice of IVS. In practice, the overhead of

searching for the “optimal” value may offset the benefit. It is

also hard to quickly react to the network condition change.

Our ideas: To overcome the above problem, we propose a

reinforcement learning-based dynamic IVS selection scheme

(Rldish) deployed on edge CDN server to maintain a balance

between exploring suboptimal decisions and exploiting cur-

rently optimal decisions. Rldish uses a real-time exploration
and exploitation (E2) model [15] to learn the IVS selection au-
tomatically, and is deployed as a virtualized network function



(VNF) on the CDN edge server by the CDN operator. It can
work seamlessly with existing edge CDN proxy (cache) server
(e.g., Nginx) [5], [16], and can also react to the network
condition (throughput) change via real-time exploration.

Rldish makes the IVS decisions on a per-stream basis to

avoid high overhead in per-user based throughput estimation.

Since an edge CDN server generally serves its proximal end

users, viewers accessing the same live video usually share

the common video delivery path from the origin server to the

edge and generally experience the similar network conditions

when fetching the same video from the edge. Based on this

observation, Rldish continuously updates the currently optimal

decisions on IVS selection for the live viewers on a per-
stream basis, based on the real-time QoE measurements and

feedback. The decisions will then be updated into the media

playlist files of each stream for the subsequent live viewers.

Challenges: Our goal is to implement Rldish only at the

edge servers and make no changes on either the client or the

origin server. We are faced with the following challenges:

First, how to mitigate the negative impact of caching on
the learning performance? It is uncertain that whether an

exploration action will lead to a cache hit at the edge server. In

other words, the same IVS may miss the edge cache sometimes

but hits the cache at other times. Since cache hit or miss would

greatly impact the QoE of viewers, it may “confuse” RL due

to significant different rewards fed by the same choice.

Second, how to conduct real-time QoE measurements at
the edge? RL requires feedback of viewers’ QoE to compute

the reward of previous explorations. However, the viewers’

QoE metrics (e.g., startup latency, video buffering ratio/time)

are generally collected at the client side. Modifying the client

side to collaborate with the edge is not desirable.

Third, how to support different types of QoE objectives?
Live videos consist of different types of traffic (e.g., live event

streaming, and user-generated live videos). Viewers may have

different QoE metrics for different contents. For example, live

event streaming might value the lower playback latency more.

Contributions: This paper makes the following contribu-

tions:

• Rldish is the first research work to apply RL to IVS selec-

tion of HTTP-based live streaming to optimize the QoE

of live viewers. It collects the real-time QoE observations

from the edge as the rewards of explorations without

client-side assistance, and is completely transparent to

both the clients and the streaming servers.

• We systematically tackled the above technical challenges.

For the first challenge, we define a new coordinate system

for RL choices by considering the real-time caching

status of each live stream in the edge server. Each

RL exploration is then calibrated based on its relative

position in the coordinate system such that caching status

rather than a static IVS is used in the exploration. For the

second challenge, we dive into Nginx kernel and make

changes to collect the TCP and HTTP performance data

(e.g., HTTP response time and RTT) of live viewers to

further generate the QoE data. For the third challenge,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of live video delivery over edge servers.

we define a reward function by elaborately considering

three different types of QoE metrics of live video and

offering options for service providers to tune their QoE

preferences.

• We cast the RL problem in the core of Rldish as a

non-stationary multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem and

enhance the Discounted-UCB (D-UCB) [17], a variant

of Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm, for the

special needs of Rldish.

• We deploy Rldish as a virtualized network function

(VNF) in a real HTTP cache server, and perform exten-

sive real-world experiments to evaluate its performance

using streaming servers distributed over the world. Eval-

uation results show that Rldish improves the state-of-the-

art IVS selection scheme w.r.t. the average QoE of live

viewers by up to 22%.

II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF RLDISH

A. HTTP-based Live Video Delivery

HTTP-based live video streaming has gained increasing

popularity in recent years owing to that HTTP is compatible

with large numbers of client-side applications (e.g., web

browsers and mobile applications) [3]. As illustrated in Fig. 1,

once a raw live video is generated from the source (i.e., the

broadcaster), it is first uploaded to the origin server, where it

is encoded into multiple streams with different pre-determined

bitrates. The server then splits each stream into a sequence of

small video segments. To watch videos, the clients download

the segments sequentially with HTTP GET [13], [2].

Every time when a client joins a live channel, she first needs

to request the playlist file (shown in Fig. 1) from the origin

server which contains a list of up-to-date (i.e., the segments

that can be readily fetched) video segments of the requested

live channel. Based on this playlist, the client then chooses an

initial video segment to start the playback [13]. Afterwards,

the client generally plays the video segments in the order that

they appear in the playlist.

For live streaming, this playlist file is continuously updated

by the streaming server once new segments have been gener-

ated. The client continuously accesses the newest playlist file

to know the up-to-date video segment information (i.e., URI).

Since caching video segments at the edge server is generally

triggered by viewer requests and the video segments need time



to be delivered from the streaming server to the edge server,

it is possible that the newest several video segments may not

be fully cached in the edge server when their information is

already shown in the playlist file (e.g., segment 91th and 92th

in Fig. 1).

B. The Impact of IVS on QoE of Live Viewers

The selection of IVS can impact the QoE of live viewers

greatly. We use the example in Fig. 1 to explain. The figure

shows a scenario where segments of a live stream (with bitrate

3340 kbps) from sequence number 0th to 92th have all been

generated at the origin server, while the newest two segments

91th and 92th have not yet been cached at the edge server.

At the same time, three new live viewers near the edge server

try to join this live channel based on the information of the

fetched playlist.

Although playing the newest segment (segment 92th) would

provide the users with the smallest streaming latency, it may

generate playback stalls for the watching process later on,

since there are no pre-buffered segments at the edge that can

be used for the subsequent segment requests of the client.

Since the edge server typically issues a new HTTP request

to the origin server to fetch the segment once a cache miss

happens, this also induces a high startup latency for live

viewers. A naïve idea to reduce the high startup latency and

remove the buffering events is to join the live channel with

a relatively conservative IVS (e.g., segment 89th in Fig. 1).

Nevertheless, a too conservative IVS may lead to unnecessary

latency (i.e., a receiver’s playback is far behind the live

streaming source).

Therefore, it is critical to develop a dynamic IVS selection

policy to optimize QoE. The policy needs to consider both

the complex caching status and real-time network conditions.

Note that QoE of live viewers is mainly determined by back-

haul throughput under the cloud-edge streaming infrastructure

because viewers generally have sufficient download speeds

from their local edge CDN servers. One might consider that

when the backhaul throughput is under a poor condition,

QoE of live viewers will get worse again after a certain

period of video watching even if it started with the right IVS.

Actually, the proxy (edge) server normally maintains multiple

keep-alive TCP connections with the streaming server. Thus,

the download processes of multiple video segments will be

conducted simultaneously if the backhaul throughput is less

than the average bitrates of live stream. Therefore, the edge

server can ensure the client, once it selects the right IVS, to

have local access to the subsequent video segments [12].

C. Overview of Rldish

Rldish realizes the dynamic IVS selection policy within the

edge server. We present the core design and the implementa-

tion of Rldish in Fig. 2. It consists of three key components:

1) QoE Collector: it communicates with the (HTTP) proxy

server in real time to collect the QoE data (e.g., startup

latency, video buffering time) of live viewers (refer

to § III-C for more details).
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Fig. 2. System design of Rldish.

2) RL based IVS Selector: it accepts the fresh data of the re-

wards feedback from the QoE Collector to continuously

update the latest IVS selection for each live stream by

running a reinforcement learning algorithm.

3) Playlist Manager: it periodically sends requests to the

origin server for the most up-to-date playlist files of live

streams currently accessed by local users. It maintains

the playlist files of all live streams in the local cache by

using the new IVS (from the RL) to update the original

playlist files.

When a user joins a live channel, the proxy server will

locate the first request for the user’s playlist file to the local

edge cache. By identifying the requested channel ID and

bitrate information from the request URI, the corresponding

playlist file for the requested stream can be obtained from

the Playlist Manager. Once the first requested playlist file

has been successfully delivered to the client, the subsequent

requests for playlist files are handled by the proxy server

independently: it returns the up-to-date unmodified playlist

file to the client. In practice, there are many ways for the

HTTP proxy server to distinguish whether a playlist request

is from a new client or not so as to take different response

decisions. One of the easiest way is to use an HTTP Cookie

to indicate the state information of a connection.

After the user has played the live stream for a certain
time (e.g., 3 minutes after the first playlist request), QoE
Collector collects data (e.g., startup latency, total buffering

duration) from the proxy server by analyzing the transmission

finish time of each individual segment and their expected

playback time at the client end. The collected QoE data,

as the feedback of the previous trial, are reported to the

RL module, which provides the Playlist Manager with the

newest IVS information to update the playlist files for new

coming live viewers. In this way, Rldish could control the

playback behaviour of all viewers served at the edge. Note that
clients can still adjust their video bitrates during the watching
process to obtain better QoE, since Rldish only manipulates

the IVS selection step.

In the following, we introduce the core RL algorithms used

by the IVS Selector.



III. CORE ALGORITHMS

A. Discounted-UCB (D-UCB) for Non-stationary MAB

The problem of dynamically learning and choosing IVS in

real time according to time-varying network conditions can

be modelled as the non-stationary multi-armed bandit (MAB)

problem [17], where the bandit facing K arms needs to decide

which arm to play when the environment may change (i.e., the

distribution of rewards may change) over time. This model is

consistent with our situation where the network conditions

may change over time (for both paths from the origin to

the edge and from the edge to the end users). We modify

Discounted-UCB (D-UCB) [17], a variant of UCB (Upper

Confidence Bound) algorithm, to solve this problem. For the

paper to be self-contained, we introduce the details of D-UCB.

The D-UCB algorithm can adapt to the QoE drift of the live

streaming, since it automatically gives higher weight to more

recent measurements by exponentially discounting historical

measurements with a discount factor [15], [17]. The details

of D-UCB are shown in Algorithm 1, where T → ∞. At

each time t, the bandit chooses an arm It ∈ {1, · · · ,K} with

the highest instantaneous expected reward X̄t(γ, i) + ct(γ, i),
where X̄t(γ, i) (shown in Equation (1a)) is the discounted

empirical average of the observed rewards, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is

a discount factor to control the algorithm’s preference degree

for the recent measurements. The smaller the γ, the higher

discount rate on the historical measurements, therefore the

higher weight on recent measurements. Xs(i) denotes the

instantaneous reward of arm i at time s.

X̄t(γ, i) =
1

Nt(γ, i)

t∑
s=1

γt−sXs(i)�{Is=i} (1a)

Nt(γ, i) =

t∑
s=1

γt−s
�{Is=i}, (1b)

�{Is=i} =

{
1 , if Is = i,

0 , otherwise.
(1c)

ct(γ, i) is the discounted padding function, which is defined

as follows:

ct(γ, i) = 2B

√
ξ log nt(γ)

Nt(γ, i)
, nt(γ) =

K∑
i=1

Nt(γ, i), (2)

where B is the upper bound on the rewards and ξ > 0 is

a parameter to control the probability of exploration. When

an arm is frequently used in the past, its padding function

gets smaller than the other arms, so that the other arms get a

chance of being explored [14].

Algorithm 1: Discounted UCB

1 for t from 1 to K, play arm It = t;
2 for t from K + 1 to T do
3 play arm It = argmax

1≤i≤K
X̄t(γ, i) + ct(γ, i).

B. Tailored D-UCB Algorithm

The D-UCB shown in Algorithm 1 needs to keep all the his-

torical rewards (i.e., Xs(i), ∀s ∈ {1, · · · , t}, i ∈ {1, · · · ,K})

to calculate X̄t(γ, i) and ct(γ, i) for each time step, which

may result in high computational overhead. Considering the

limited resource of edge server and high traffic volume of live

streaming, we need to tailor the D-UCB algorithm to solve our

problem more efficiently.

Let X̂t(γ, i) :=
∑t

s=1 γ
t−sXs(i)�Is=i. We have

X̄t(γ, i) = X̂t(γ,i)
Nt(γ,i)

. Instead of recalculating X̂t(γ, i) and

Nt(γ, i) with the historical rewards each time, the calculations

could be completed easily using their previous states, i.e.,
Nt(γ, i) = γΔi(t) ×Nr(γ, i) + �{It=i}, (3a)

X̂t(γ, i) = γΔi(t) × X̂r(γ, i) +Xt(i)�{It=i}, (3b)

where r is the last time (before t) that arm i was se-

lected and Δi(t) = t − r. For a given γ and time t,
we represent the Nt(γ, i) and X̂t(γ, i) of all arms in the

format of vector, i.e., N = [Nt(γ, 1), · · · , Nt(γ,K)] and

X = [X̂t(γ, 1), · · · , X̂t(γ,K)], to allow easy updates on

X̄t(γ, i) and ct(γ, i). Then the instantaneous expected rewards

for all the arms at time t can be computed as:

R := X �N + 2B((ξ log ‖N‖1)N◦−1)◦
1
2 (4)

where � and ◦ denote the entrywise division and power opera-

tion, respectively. The details of the tailored D-UCB is shown

in Algorithm 2, where ei denotes (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) where

the ith element is 1 and all other elements are 0.

Algorithm 2: Tailored D-UCB

1 X = N = R = 0 ∈ R
K

2 for t from 1 to T do
3 play arm It = t (If t ≤ K)

4 play arm It = argmax
1≤i≤K

R (Otherwise)

5 Xt(i) ← Get the reward of It, i ← It
6 X = γX +Xt(i)ei, N = γN + ei
7 calculate R (refer to Equation (4))

C. Definition of Reward Function

In order to use RL to dynamically select the best IVS to

optimize QoE, we need to define the metrics that measure

the QoE of live viewers. While QoE may be measured in

many different angles and there is no consensus on the QoE

metrics, we use the most-adopted ones for QoE evaluation in

live streaming [18], [19], including:

• General latency (gl): the delay time that the viewer’s

playback is behind the video source’s live production

progress.

• Startup latency (sl): the delay between the time when

the user sends the first request and the time when the

playback starts.

• Buffering time (bt): the total time of playback stalls

experienced by the live viewer.
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The above three metrics together are sufficient to describe

the QoE of live viewers. In addition, these metrics are closely

related to the IVS selection: A high startup latency is normally

caused by the cache miss of the first requested segment (IVS)

in the edge server; a high general latency is mainly caused by

a too conservative IVS (i.e., segment far away from the end

of original playlist); a long buffering duration is mainly due

to a too aggressive IVS (i.e., segment too close to the end of

original playlist). Combining all the above three metrics, our

reward function is given in Equation (5), where α+β+δ = 1
and 0 ≤ Xt(i) ≤ 1.

Xt(i) = 1− (α ∗ slt(i)

slmax
+ β ∗ glt(i)

glmax
+ δ ∗ btt(i)

btmax
). (5)

In reward function (5), slt(i), glt(i), and btt(i) denote the

startup latency, general latency, and buffering time of arm i
at time t, respectively. Accordingly, slmax, glmax and btmax

denotes the maximum startup latency, the maximum general

latency, and the maximum buffering time observed in the

history, respectively. α, β and δ are the weight factors of the

three different QoE metrics. In practice, since different live

video providers may emphasize different QoE metrics (e.g.,

streaming of live events may favor lower general latency),

they could customize this reward function by using different

values of scale factors (i.e., α, β and δ).

D. Definition of Arms

The D-UCB algorithm requires a decision arm space with

discrete values, which is in accord with our problem with

discrete video segment choices. An intuitive idea is to define

an arm as the gap between a certain segment and the last

segment (in the current playlist). However, this would lead to

the problem raised as Challenge 1 in § I.

To solve this problem, we define the arms by considering
the real-time position of video segments in the edge cache
instead of their position in the playlist. Fig. 3 shows the

general caching status of a live stream at an arbitrary time

instant, where each video segment is denoted by a square (the

closer to the right, the newer the segment). Video segments

that have already been cached in the edge are marked by the

red box, and the segments that have been generated (shown in

the playlist) but have not been cached in the edge server are

marked by the green box. To ease illustration, we label the

segments from −M to N , where −M and N correspond to

the oldest segment cached in the edge and the newest segment

shown in the playlist file, respectively, and 0 refers to the

TABLE I
HTTP REQUEST & RESPONSE DATA

Metrics Description

Request Processing
Time (rpt)

Time elapsed from when the edge receives
the first byte of request until the last byte of
response is acknowledged by the client

Upstream Response
Time (urt)

Time elapsed from when the edge establishes
a connection to an upstream server until it
receives the last byte of the response body

Segment Size (ss) Size of the requested segment

Round Trip Time (rtt) Smoothed round-trip time (srtt) between the
edge and the client

Response Finish Time
(rft)

Local time when the last byte of response is
acknowledged by the client

Caching Status Segment request HIT or MISS at the edge
cache

newest segment currently in the edge cache. Note that since

edge caching is a dynamic process triggered by user requests,

M and N are dynamic (non-negative) values during the whole

streaming process.

We then select a fixed, sufficiently large segment interval

[M ′, N ′] such that [−M,N ] ∈ [−M ′, N ′] holds all the time.

Based on the new interval, we could setup a one-to-one map-

ping between the arm set {1, · · · ,K} and {−M ′, · · · , N ′},

as shown in Fig. 3, where K = M ′ + N ′ + 1. Therefore,

whenever an IVS choice (It ∈ {1, · · · ,K}) is given by RL,

Playlist Manager first uses the above mapping to find the

corresponding video segment in the playlist, then modifies

the playlist file accordingly.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF KEY COMPONENTS

A. QoE Collector

To measure the QoE metrics from the edge side, QoE
Collector collects the performance data of HTTP interactions

of each live session from Nginx, as shown in Table I, all

of which can be tracked during the interaction process for

each HTTP request. It then calculates QoE metrics, the startup

latency, buffering time, and general latency, using the collected

information.

1) Startup Latency (sl): Fig. 4 shows the basic HTTP

interactions between the edge and the client. Let l and s denote

the request for playlist file and IVS, respectively. Based on the

Caching Status of each HTTP requests (shown in Table I),

Rldish measures the startup latency of each live video session

as follows.

When an IVS request misses the edge cache,

sl :=
t4 − t3
ss

∗ s̄s+ (t3 − t1), (6)

where ss and s̄s are the size of IVS and the average video

segment size of this live stream, respectively, and t1, t3, t4 are

calculated with the performance data collected (refer to Table I

and Fig. 4) by t1 = rftl − rtt − rptl, t3 = t2 + urts(t2 =
rfts − rtt − rpts), and t4 = rfts − rtt, respectively. Note

that (t4− t3) is the IVS transmission time, and (t3− t1) is the



sum of the other startup time excluding the IVS transmission

time.

It is worth mentioning that even for the same live stream

(with the same bitrate), the sizes of generated video seg-

ments (with the same playback duration) are not exactly the

same. Different sizes of IVS generally bring different segment

transmission time, which implies different startup latency and

different rewards. Our reward function implicitly considers the

impact of different IVS sizes on RL by normalizing the video

transmission time in (6).

When an IVS request hits the edge cache, urts becomes

(nearly) 0 and the startup latency could be calculated by
(t4−t2)

ss ∗ s̄s + (t2 − t1) instead. Note that we use t1 as

the request starting time to calculate startup latency without

including the time for (local) TCP connection establishment

between the edge and the client. This is because: i) the con-

nection establishment time is irrelevant to the arm selection,

and ii) the time is much shorter than the IVS transmission

time.

Origin server Edge server Client

surt

t 1

t 2

t 3

t 4

srpt rtt

lrpt

Fig. 4. Illustration of HTTP interactions of live streaming between the client
and the edge server.

2) Buffering Time (bt): To calculate the buffering time of

a live viewer, we collect the rft of all video segment requests

during a certain time period from the beginning of the live

session. The total buffering time could be derived as follows:

bt =
N∑
i=2

max{rfti − rpti, 0}, (7)

where rfti is the response finish time of ith video segment

and rpti denotes the playback start time of ith segment (the

time when the playback of (i − 1)th segment is finished).

If we use pti−1 to denote the real playback start time of

(i − 1)th segment, then we have rpti = pti−1 + sd, where

sd is the segment (playback) duration. We can calculate

pti−1, recursively, with pti−1 = max{rpti−1, rfti−1}. Note

that when i = 2, pti−1 is the startup latency sl, and the

corresponding rpti−1 is 0 (no startup latency). In this recursive

way, we can obtain the total buffering time.

3) General Latency (gl): The general latency of a live

session is defined as the segment duration time multiplied by

the number of segments between IVS and the newest segment

in the playlist when a user sends her first request. This metric

can be easily calculated since all the related values are readily

available. Note that in a given live stream, while the segments

may have different sizes, their duration time is all the same

(e.g., each segment lasts for 5 seconds).

B. Playlist Manager

The Playlist Manager generates the final playlist files that

will be accessed by clients, and it needs to communicate

with multiple units to accomplish that function. To reduce

the overhead, the playlist file of a live stream is not generated

individually for each new request. Instead, there are only three
types of events in our system that can trigger the update

of playlist file of a live stream: i) RL module provides a

new choice (different from previous one) of IVS of the live

stream, ii) a fresh new playlist file with the description of

new segments is obtained from the origin server, and iii) new

segments of the live stream are cached in the edge server.

Arm: 6

     #ARM: 06     
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-89.ts
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-90.ts
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-91.ts

Updated 
playlist

Newest segment cached in 
edge: seg-90.ts (N=2222) 

Coordinate: -1

     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-89.ts
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-90.ts
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-91.ts
     #EXTINF:10,
     3340/seg-92.ts

Original 
playlist

IVS: seg-89.ts

{ , , } { ', , '}1 K N M, } { ', , '}, } { '{ ', ,
(N' = 4) ( )N 2

Fig. 5. Example of playlist file update procedure.

The first two types of events are controlled by Rldish itself,

while the last type of events (i.e., edge caching) is managed

by the Nginx server. To know exactly the edge caching status,

the Playlist Manager monitors the edge cache in real time to

find if new cache files have been generated and which video

segments are in the cache files.

Using HLS protocol as the example, Fig. 5 shows an

example on how to update the playlist file, where arm 6 given

by RL will first be directed to video segment 89th. Then we

remove the information of segment 92th from the original

playlist so that the HLS client will play segment 89th as

the IVS to start the live streaming. Note that the information

of 90th and 91th could also be eliminated from the updated

playlist in this example. Also note that the HLS client by

default starts the playback from fragment N − 2, N being

the last segment of the live playlist [13]. Thus, segment 90th

would be played as the IVS if the playlist is not updated by

the Playlist Manager
We add a new tag #ARM in the updated playlist to mark the

arm selection of each playlist file during the whole streaming

process. The QoE Collector module will then obtain the value

of this tag from the HTTP response to know the arm selection

of each live session (persistent HTTP connection used), i.e.,

the mapping between arm selections and their corresponding

QoE rewards, as introduced in § III-C and § III-D.



V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

Clients & servers setup: We use HLS as the streaming

protocol in our experiment. Based on the well-known hls.js

(version 0.12.4) library [20], we implement the HTTP live

streaming client relying on HTML5 video. Our client adopts

the default HLS configuration which proactively buffers the

future video segments when the duration of total buffered

segments is less than 30 seconds or the total buffered segment

size is less than 60 MB. The client runs on a Google Chrome

browser (version 75) on top of Windows PCs.

The edge cache server is deployed on a local data center in

Hong Kong with an average 8 ms RTT to our client machines.

The bandwidth for a single segment download is set to 64
Mbps, which is in accord with general download speed from

a local CDN edge server. It runs Nginx (version 1.9.9) as

the HTTP reverse proxy. Rldish is implemented and deployed

as a Docker [21] container on this edge server. Using the RL

algorithm introduced in § III, it accesses the QoE observations

from Nginx and provides a revised playlist file to the Nginx

through shared volume mounted from the host machine.

Since in practice the origin server managed by the content

providers could be in different locations, we create 3 VM

instances, located at East Coast North America, West Coast

North America, and Japan, respectively, to serve as the origin

streaming servers. The first two instances are launched on East

Cloud and Arbutus Cloud of Compute Canada, respectively,

and the third VM in Tokyo is launched via Google Cloud. The

average RTTs from our edge server to the 3 VMs are 234 ms,

156 ms, and 52 ms, respectively. Each VM runs the system

of Ubuntu 18.04 with kernel 4.15.0-34 as well as an Apache

HTTP web server.

Live video setup: To generate the source of live video

streaming, we use FFmpeg [22] to convert a local 2K High

Frame Rate (HFR) video file (MP4 format) into 3 HLS live

source with average bitrates 24 Mbps (2K HFR), 16 Mbps

(2K standard), and 8 Mbps (1080P), respectively. Each live

source is further generated into two HLS streams with a video

segment length of 5 seconds and 10 seconds, respectively. We

deploy the video segments of the 6 HLS streams (i.e., stream

with quality 2K HFR, 2K standard and 1080p with segment

length 5s and 10s respectively) onto each of the above-

mentioned 3 origin servers. Then for each stream, we create a

background process (in each of the VM), which periodically

(every 5 or 10 seconds) generates a new HLS playlist file

according to the normal segment playback sequence (i.e.,

updating the playlist file by adding new segment information

into it). The streaming process at the origin server is repeated,

once it reaches the last segment of a video.

Test scenarios: To evaluate the performance of Rldish and

other schemes, we set up multiple HLS clients. Each client

joins a live stream by first sending the HTTP request to

HTTP proxy server in the edge (in practice, DNS CNAME

redirection is commonly used to accomplish this procedure).

It then plays the live video for 2 minutes. The QoE data of

the live viewers are collected during this period.

To evaluate the performance of Rldish under changing

network conditions, we manually set up the streaming servers

to limit the segment download throughput for a single request.

When conducting our experiment on a given live stream, we

setup the backhaul network throughput range from 1/3 the

stream bitrate to the stream bitrate. Refer to Fig. 8 for more

details on the throughput setting. For a given throughput, each

of the clients repeatedly joins the live streaming and plays the

video 30 times based on the real-time IVS decisions made by

Rldish. The network throughput then changes to another value

within the range, to evaluate if Rldish could quickly react to

the network condition change. In order to collect sufficient

QoE observations to evaluate the performance of Rldish, our

HLS clients join each of the live streams broadcast by each

of our streaming servers (18 live streams in total).

B. Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate the performance of Rldish and compare it with

that of two other schemes:

ETHLE: this scheme was proposed in [12], which calcu-

lates the IVS choice (x) based on the following inequality:

argmin
x

x ≥ 1

lseg
(dstartup +

sseg − thstartup

bwmax
), (8)

where lseg and sseg are the duration and size of a single video

segment, respectively, dstartup and thstartup are the duration

and total number of bytes transferred in the slow start period

of TCP, respectively. bwmax is the bottleneck bandwidth of

the backhaul link. We assume this scheme has the complete

network throughput information (i.e., our backhual throughput

setting) without using the estimation method. Refer to [12] for

more details of the algorithm.

E2E: this scheme serves the live viewers via the CDN edge

server directly. It does not adopt dynamic IVS selection at the

edge, and the client adopts the default HLS setting which

starts the playback from segment N − 2, where N is the last

fragment of the live playlist.

For comparison, we also provide the results for the offline
optimal scheme, which makes an offline selection on an

IVS with the highest average QoE (based on our former

experiments) under the current network condition. It has the

complete network throughput information and thus represents

the best performance that Rldish and other methods can

possibly achieve. To ease analysis, the performance data (i.e.,

the QoE of viewers) are collected at the edge directly using the

methods introduced in § IV. It is worth mentioning that with

Chrome DevTools, we validated that the QoE data collected

at the browser side are pretty close to those collected at the

edge.

C. QoE Criteria

There are well-defined metrics for the QoE of live viewers,

which have been studied in [18], [19]. The QoE metrics

considered in these work generally include startup latency,

buffering ratio/time, playback delay (general latency), and



(a) QoEvs for 5s segment. (b) QoEpg for 5s segment. (c) QoEvs for 10s segment. (d) QoEpg for 10s segment.

Fig. 6. The average performance on QoE of Rldish and other schemes for all live streams. The results are normalized and weighted based on the QoE criteria
used. Refer to the error bars of Fig. 8 for the QoE distributions of Rldish.
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(a) Stream of 5s segment
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(b) Stream of 10s segment

Fig. 7. CDF results of QoEvs of live viewers for Rldish and other schemes with streaming severs located in North America and Japan respectively.

rate of bitrate fluctuation. Since the bitrate decrease generally

means QoE deterioration [23], this QoE deterioration can be

roughly reflected by the total buffering time. Therefore, we

consider startup latency (sl), total buffering time (bt), and

general latency (gl) as defined in Section III-C.
(1) QoEvs: this QoE criterion favors low video buffering

time by assigning a high weight to the live streaming with a

low buffering time. It focuses on visual comfort of viewers.

In our experiments, the weights of sl, gl, and bt in this QoE

criterion are set to α = 10%, β = 30% and δ = 60%,

respectively.
(2) QoEpg: this QoE criterion favors low general latency

(i.e., the progress of playback). It gives a high weight to the

streaming with low general latency and thus focuses more

on the timeliness of live streaming. Note that while QoEpg

values more on general latency, it does not necessarily mean

that live viewers have to experience playback stalls during the

watching process. Actually, the playback stalls can be avoided

by adapting to a lower bitrate. In our experiments, the weights

of sl, gl, and bt in this QoE criterion are set to α = 10%,

β = 60% and δ = 30%, respectively.

Remark 1. It is more illustrative to use a higher QoE score to
mean better QoE. Since the lower values in startup latency,
general latency, and total buffering time mean better QoE,
we use the following equation to transform a metric to a
(normalized and weighted) QoE score:

QoE(m) = 1− w ∗ mob

mmax
, (9)

where m denotes a QoE metric (i.e., startup latency, general
latency, or total buffering time), mob is the observed value of
m and mmax is the historical worst value of m, w denotes
the weight of metric m. With this transform, a higher QoE
score means a better performance. All experimental results
in the latter figures use the above transform.

D. Performance Evaluation

1) Overall Performance: The average QoE for a certain

segment length of each scheme (180 runs over 9 live streams,

1620 runs in total) is given in Fig. 6, where two QoE criteria

QoEvs and QoEpg are considered. The figure shows the

detailed QoE scores of all the schemes with the weighted score

on each QoE metric. In the case of live stream with segments

of 5 seconds, Rldish improves ETHLE by 14.2% and 16.5%
w.r.t. QoEvs and QoEpg , respectively, and improves E2E by

35.9% and 9.8% w.r.t. QoEvs and QoEpg , respectively. In

the case of live stream with segments of 10 seconds, Rldish
improves ETHLE by 10.3% and 22.8% w.r.t. QoEvs and

QoEpg , respectively, and improves E2E by 26.5% and 11.2%
w.r.t. QoEvs and QoEpg , respectively.

Recall that QoEvs favors low buffering time. Rldish under

this QoE criterion sacrifices slightly on the general latency (by

using a relative conservative IVS) in order to guarantee lower

buffering time for the viewer. With QoEpg , Rldish improves

its performance on general latency while the performance on

buffering time is degraded. The service provider can adjust
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Fig. 8. The average QoEvs of different schemes under different network throughput using the dataset N.A. West VM as the streaming server

the weights of different QoE metrics in the reward function

to satisfy different QoE objectives.

Since ETHLE and E2E schemes could not adapt to different

QoE objectives, their detailed QoE metrics (e.g., buffering

time) should remain the same for the two QoE criteria cases.

However, Fig. 6 shows a performance deterioration on QoE

scores for the two schemes from QoEvs to QoEpg . This is

because the QoE scores could get worse when the same

latency value is multiplied by a higher weight (refer to (9)).

Fig. 7 provides more detailed QoEvs results in the form of

CDFs for each live stream. Since the QoE results do not show

too much difference between the streaming servers located in

North America (N.A.) West and N.A. East, only N.A. East

results are shown in this figure.

There are two key takeaways from Fig. 7. First, Rldish
provides the majority of live viewers with the QoE score at

around 75%− 80% (We can see a sharp increase during that

range in the CDF). By conducting deep analysis on the QoE

data from our experiments, we find that these QoE values are

mainly contributed by the IVS selections at a critical point:

these are the IVS choices which reach a good balance in

buffering time and general latency for the viewer. At the

critical point, Rldish should not use a newer segment as the

IVS since that will lead to the punishments on playback stalls.

These IVS selections normally lead to small buffering time

(close to zero) and similar general latency. Since they are

usually the newest video segment in the edge server (IVS just

hits the edge cache), their startup latency is also pretty small.

Second, Rldish may generate a small fraction of poor deci-

sions. It has overall around 5% of total viewer’s QoE in the

range of 20% to 50% according to CDF. These poor decisions

are mainly caused by the exploration choices of RL including

the startup explorations. This problem could be alleviated,

since startup explorations of RL could be accomplished by

pre-testing clients (machines) located near the edge server.

Fig. 8 breaks down the QoE scores of all schemes under

different throughput of backhaul network. Despite a relatively

high standard deviation on QoE scores during the startup

phase of RL (shown with error bars), Rldish outperforms the

other schemes when backhaul network throughput is low.

VI. RELATED WORK

Related work can be primarily grouped into two categories:

QoE enhancement via bitrate adaption and network throughput

prediction, and optimization of IVS selections. In the first

category, research efforts have been devoted to adaptive live

streaming algorithms. In [24], Bruneau-Queyreix et al. pro-

posed a prototype of a hybrid P2P/multi-server video quality-

adaptive streaming solution, which simultaneously uses multi-

ple servers and peers to enhance the QoE of live viewers with

expanded bandwidth and link diversity. Aiming at satisfying

live viewers’ personalized QoE, Wang et al. [25] proposed a

reinforcement learning-based solution to automatically learn

the transcoding selections so that the backhaul bandwidth

could be saved. To reduce the general latency of live videos,

the authors in [26] proposed an adaptation bitrate algorithm

for HTTP-based live streaming by conducting TCP throughput

prediction. The research of QoE optimization of live videos

has also been conducted in [27], [7] and [28].

In the second category, Ge et al. [12] improved the QoE

of live viewers by holding a minimum number of video

segments at the edge server such that the clients can select

the optimal IVS to best match their network throughput. While

this work has shown decent QoE improvement, it may have

two pitfalls. First, it relies on the per-user based network

throughput estimation to derive the optimal IVS values, which

may lead to high computational overhead. Second, this scheme

may not quickly react to network throughput changes.

VII. CONCLUSION

By designing, implementing, and evaluating Rldish, this

paper tackled the technical challenges in applying RL to IVS
selection of HTTP-based live streaming to improve the QoE

of live viewers. Compared with the state-of-the-art solutions,

Rldish is lightweight and completely transparent to both the

clients and the streaming server. More importantly, Rldish
solved three critical difficulties of using RL in this specific

application context, and enhanced the existing D-UCB RL

algorithm for the special needs of Rldish. We deployed Rldish
as a virtualized network function (VNF) in a real HTTP

cache server, and performed extensive real-world experiments

to evaluate its performance. The evaluation results show that

Rldish improves the state-of-the-art IVS selection scheme w.r.t.

the average QoE of live viewers by 10% to 22%.
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